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About This Game

* Synopsys
In the future, humanity will make colonies on Mars, and many immigrants have moved and prospered. However, due to the

discrimination and resource plundering of the Hwasong colony and the Earth Federation, the Mars colonies eventually become
independent wars and nuclear bombs and weapons of mass destruction disappear In this era, the development of science and

technology leads to a battle with a robot that people ride on.
I am an allied member of the Earth Robot Pilot. Defraud the enemy and execute the command.

* Playing method: Operation method
The player can head-track through the VR device and manipulate the character's detailed control with a joystick or dedicated

controller.

* Playing method: Game screen composition
The game supports HTC Vive / Ocules and is fully compatible with the controller.

The game screen is first-person view. We minimized the UI in VR and optimized the UI of each platform.

* Main features
- There are 10 kinds of robots.

- There are 10 types of weapons and you can use various types of laser, rail gun, flamethrower.
- Provides multiplayer.

- There are 25 maps in a variety of interesting shapes. You can add a higher difficulty map to clear the normal difficulty and
challenge.
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- Various terrain. You must prevent the attack of various types of enemies.
- You can move in the direction of the HMD and accurately aim your attack target.
- You can get various robots and weapons with the points obtained from the game.
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Title: Iron Ground
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
UTPlus Interactive Inc.
Publisher:
UTPlus Interactive Inc.
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 1060 / GTX 970 or above

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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This game feels like it was made for Google Cardboard. Graphics are bad, the draw distance is like 15ft in front of you. The
gameplay leaves a lot to be desired. I actually feel games like this do a disservice to the VR platform. Don't waste your time.. It
is buggy at the moment. my main issue, is that the player hovers above the cockpit slightly clipping in to it, the mechs waist clips
through the what I can only assume is the seat it has issues with the vive controllers not picking up some time's when logging in,
the way you select things is through an awkwardly placed red dot on the HMD, for an FPS mech game that you use motion
tracking controllers you need to turn you're HMD all the way around to turn, the mech lightly drift at some points when turning.
for movement there are some simple fixes stick tow flight sticks in the mech and use them with the controllers this would fix all
the movement issues, it would also be good to add the ability to use the controllers to select tings like all most all other VR
games. this looks like a good game and it has the ability to be as good as the old mechassult and steel battalion games it just
needs a lot of polishing. side note looks grater the graphics are nice and it is still playable to a point I hope the devs read this and
try to fix some of the issues listed. (sorry for the poor spellings and grammer). What a piece of garbage this is. Controllers non
visible. one button only working. Enter the game and I'm sitting in the canopy and can't see a thing and the cockpit is down
below. Maybe they should do a lot more development before they even think of selling this pile of dung.. It is buggy at the
moment. my main issue, is that the player hovers above the cockpit slightly clipping in to it, the mechs waist clips through the
what I can only assume is the seat it has issues with the vive controllers not picking up some time's when logging in, the way you
select things is through an awkwardly placed red dot on the HMD, for an FPS mech game that you use motion tracking
controllers you need to turn you're HMD all the way around to turn, the mech lightly drift at some points when turning. for
movement there are some simple fixes stick tow flight sticks in the mech and use them with the controllers this would fix all the
movement issues, it would also be good to add the ability to use the controllers to select tings like all most all other VR games.
this looks like a good game and it has the ability to be as good as the old mechassult and steel battalion games it just needs a lot
of polishing. side note looks grater the graphics are nice and it is still playable to a point I hope the devs read this and try to fix
some of the issues listed. (sorry for the poor spellings and grammer). What a piece of garbage this is. Controllers non visible.
one button only working. Enter the game and I'm sitting in the canopy and can't see a thing and the cockpit is down below.
Maybe they should do a lot more development before they even think of selling this pile of dung.. This game feels like it was
made for Google Cardboard. Graphics are bad, the draw distance is like 15ft in front of you. The gameplay leaves a lot to be
desired. I actually feel games like this do a disservice to the VR platform. Don't waste your time.
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